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Abstract
This paper presents a new method for searching for documents which have sim-
ilar topics to a given set of documents. It is designed to help mobile device users
to search for documents in a peer-to-peer environment which have similar topic
to the ones on the users own device. The algorithms are designed for slower
processors, smaller memory and small data traffic between the devices. These
features allow the application in an environment of mobile devices like phones
or PDA-s. The keyword list based topic comparison is enhanced with a docu-
ment extension to allow comparison of documents with similar topics but few
or no common keywords. The architecture, the employed algorithms and the
experimental results are presented in this paper.

1 Introduction

Document classification is usually a resource consuming task. The most impor-
tant source of the complexity is the dimension number of the feature space.
In feature space models, documents are represented initially by n dimensional
vectors, where there is a dimension for every word (or term in general) in the
document set. This can easily lead to dimension numbers higher then 10,000.
As these vectors and the term document matrix built from them is very sparse,
many dimensionality reduction techniques have been proposed including feature
selection techniques like information gain-based feature selections [9], double
clustering [11], least angle regression [4] and various feature extraction techniques
applied to the term document matrix such as singular value decomposition [7]
or orthogonal locality preserving indexing [1]. [14] proposes a method for topic
specific keyword selection, which is based on word weights in document vector
centroids. These methods may select keywords with negative weight as well, but
as we will see, our similarity measure cannot take negative weight into account
making such keywords unacceptable and thus these methods not applicable.

The technique we contribute in this paper was designed for mobile phone
environment. We assume that the user interests can be characterized by the set
of documents stored locally. If a mobile device was able to search for similar
documents to the ones stored on it, it would be able to notify the user about



documents which might be of interest. Using these techniques the users would
not have to define search phrases to discover interesting information in a peer-
to-peer network. Similar, ”topic by example” search approaches are investigated
in [15], but in the current scenario, this process is done by mobile devices which
is why the algorithms have to satisfy two important conditions: on one hand
the algorithms are not allowed to consume too many resources (processor time,
memory and power) and on the other hand a low communication traffic has to
be maintained to reduce financial communication costs and energy consumption
of wireless transmissions.

These conditions significantly reduce the applicability of many common docu-
ment classification techniques: complicated arithmetic, huge matrices and weight
vectors for the terms, all these can easily lead to serious performance problems
on a mobile phone. To avoid these problems we designed an algorithm pack-
age which enables mobile devices to describe the topic of their documents and
compare them with documents on other devices. They use small amount of com-
munication, fast and simple algorithms to accomplish this.

In order to keep computational complexity minimal, a similarity measure
based on the number of common keywords between documents was selected. A
keyword list is created for every possible document topic (Subsection 2.2). Doc-
uments are represented by their topic and a binary mask indicating the presence
of absence of the keywords of the topic. As the keyword lists are globally acces-
sible, transferring the topic identifier and a bitmask is sufficient to calculate the
number of common keywords between two documents (Subsection 2.3). As this
technique makes documents without common keywords have zero similarity, a
document extension is applied (Section 3) which is similar to query expansion
techniques [10]. Generalizing keywords related to the originally contained key-
words are added to increase the number of possible common keywords between
related documents.

2 Document topic representation

The procedure described in this section is used to create topic specific keyword
lists for very compact document representation.

2.1 Notations

The following notations are used in the description of the algorithms:

– D is the set of documents in the training data set
– d is an arbitrary document, a set of words
– d binary document vector of the document d. Every word is assigned a

unique dimension.
– T is an arbitrary document topic, a set of documents
– T (d) is the topic of document d.
– A keyword is a word which is present in at least one keyword list. This means

that they are words used in the topic representations.



– KT = {w1, w2, ..., wn} is the keyword list for the topic T .
– ti is a virtual document vector of a document containing exactly the key-

words of the topic Ti.
– Given the topics T , G and H, T ⊇ G means that G is subtopic of T . This

relationship is transitive: T ⊇ G ∧G ⊇ H → T ⊇ H.

Definition 1 (topic hierarchy). Topic hierarchy is a set of trees where every
node corresponds to a document topic. A T node is child of G exactly if T ⊆ G.

Definition 2 (related topics). Two topics G and H are related exactly if
∃T : T ⊇ G ∧ T ⊇ H.

For performance measurements, we will use the common measures precision,
recall and F-measure: If there is a specific target topic from which we want
to select as many documents as possible, c is the number of correctly selected
documents, f is the number of false selections, and t is the number of documents
in the target topic, then precision is defined as P = c/(c + f), recall is R = c/t
and F-measure is F = 2PR/(P + R).

2.2 Creating topic specific keyword lists

The compact document representation uses one bit for every keyword of the
topic of the document to indicate its presence or absence. As the keywords
cannot be weighted this way, keywords can have a weight of one (present, thus
relevant for the document) or zero (absent, not relevant). This approach does
not allow employing keywords with negative weight: common keywords can only
increase the similarity. This constraint makes many feature selection techniques
not applicable in this case.

On the other hand, the topic most suitable for the representation of a docu-
ment has to be selected in order to assign the best suitable keyword list which
is used later to create the binary mask for the document representation:

T̂ (d) = argmax
i

{dT ti} (1)

that is, the topic with the most keywords occurring in the document is selected.
Now the document representation is equivalent to

dr = d. ∗ tbT (d) (2)

where .∗ indicates dimensionwise multiplication. This operation removes every
word from the represented document which is not keyword of the estimated topic
T̂ (d).

The precision of the topic identification is of key importance. Low precision
can increase similarity to off-topic documents due to a document representation
based on an off-topic keyword list. This means that the probability of a topic
has to be high if one of its keywords is present in a document. This probability
is called the (topic dependent) individual precision iprec of a word:



iprec(w, Ti) = P (T (d) = Ti|w ∈ d) (3)

Our keyword selection algorithm PKS (Precision based Keyword Selection)
selects keywords having iperc(w) over a minprec limit:

KTi
(minprec) = {w : iprec(w, Ti) ≥ minprec} (4)

This ensures that all keywords satisfy a minimum limit for individual pre-
cision which can be considered a measure of topic specificity. minprec is set to
maximize the achievable F-measure using the resulting keyword list.

select(d, Ti,minprec) ↔ dT ti(minprec) > 0 (5)

is a selector collecting documents containing at least one keyword of the topic
Ti, where ti is calculated from the keyword list KTi using its definition and it
depends on minprec through Eqn. 4.

minprecfinal(Ti) = argmax
minprec

{F(select(d, Ti,minprec))} (6)

where F returns the F-measure of the given document selection.
Briefly, PKS selects all words with individual precision over a minimal limit

where the limit maximizes the F-measure of the classifier using the resulting
keyword list.

Very high minprec leads to very good results in terms of precision but few
keywords cover few documents and lead to low recall. The optimized keyword
list is a trade-off between precision and recall.

It is important to mention that if we have a hierarchy of topics, we can create
keyword lists for every topic on every hierarchy level. For the sake of simplicity,
we will consider a two level hierarchy in this paper and thus call the topics on
the higher hierarchy level upper level topics and the ones on the lower level lower
level topics.

Due to the supervised nature of the PKS algorithm, it requires a labeled train-
ing document set for the calculation of the individual precision of all words. In
a mobile device environment, this has to be done prior to the semantic searches,
using a central server containing a training set. Possibilities for a distributed
PKS running on the mobile devices and using fewer available documents (simi-
lar goals are mentioned in [16]), and the conditions when the keyword lists have
to be regenerated due to the changes in the topic structure of the document set
are subject of further research.

2.3 Searching for similar documents

Similarity of two documents d and f is defined as the number of common key-
words which can be easily calculated from the compact document representa-
tions.



similarity(dr, fr) = dT
r fr (7)

Defining a virtual document l containing every keyword of every local doc-
ument, the similarity of all local and one remote document can be calculated
which is the importance of the remote document:

l = sign
∑
d∈L

dr (8)

importance(d) = similarity(l,dr) (9)

where L is the set of local documents.
The user is notified about every remote document having an importance

above a predefined limit. This limit can be set by the user in the form of
some easy-to-understand settings like ”retrieve many”, ”loosely related only”,
”strongly related only”.

Using this technique, only a few bytes of data has to be retrieved about
every remote document to calculate its importance. The whole document is
downloaded only if it qualifies as an important enough document and the user
asks for its retrieval after the notification.

An important proposition about the precision of the document search is the
following:

Proposition 1 (Precision of document search). If searching for similar
documents to the local ones represented by l, the minprec minimal precision
limit used during the keyword list creation is valid for the expected precision
of the selection of similar documents if the T̂ (d) topic of the documents was
identified correctly.

It can be interpreted as a lower limit for the expected precision of similar
document search which is derived from the quality of keyword lists used for
the document representations. The formal proof is not presented due to space
limitations.

3 Document extension

The method presented in the previous section has already the ability to search
for similar documents. Unfortunately if two documents have related topic but
they do not share any common keywords, their similarity measure will be zero.
Document extension presented in the following slightly increases the similarity
measure of documents which have related topics. Two documents, one about
hawk and one about dolphins without any common keyword would have zero
similarity. If the system recognizes animal to be a related generalizing concept
to both hawks and dolphins, it can be added to both document representations
which would increase the similarity. This way, the two documents will have a
similarity higher then the similarity of two totally unrelated documents.



3.1 Collecting related generalizing concepts

Assuming a topic hierarchy, a related generalizing concept (RGC) for a given
w ∈ KT keyword is another keyword g ∈ KG, T ⊆ G which appears often
together with w. The first condition ensures that g belongs to a parent topic
of T and this way it is a more general concept. The second condition ensures
semantic relationship between the two keywords.

Definition 3 (Related General Concepts Function (RGCF)). RGCF is
the function assigning related general concepts (keyword) vi to the keyword w:
RGCF (w) = {v1, v2, ..., vn}.

g ∈ RGCF(w) ↔ (10)
g ∈ KG ∧ w ∈ KT ∧ T ⊆ G (11)
{d ∈ D : w ∈ d ∧ g ∈ d}

|D|
≥ mincorate (12)

where mincorate is the minimal rate of co-occurrence.
It should be noted, that there are many similar related works aiming to sup-

port query expansion or document classification starting from a word ontology
such as WordNet [5]. Due to the concept of our system using very topic specific
keyword lists, even if we used an ontology to discover related words, we would
still have to check keyword condition (4). Keyword relations not confirmed by
the training set cannot be used because it could destroy the semantic properties
of the document extension described in the following subsection.

3.2 Extension of documents

Extension of the documents with the related general concepts of their originally
contained keywords can be done easily using RGCF:

dext
r = (dT

r A)T (13)
Aw,v = 1 ↔ w = v ∨ v ∈ RGCF (w) (14)

The multiplication of the document vector with the matrix A adds the RGC-s
of the originally contained keywords to the document vector.

The most important feature of the document extension is summarized in the
following proposition:

Proposition 2 (Probability of extension). The chance that a keyword v ∈
KA is added to two documents d and f during the document extension which
increases the similarity measure of the two documents, is higher if the two doc-
uments belong to related topics.

This means that the document extension increases the similarity measure
mainly of documents with related topics. This makes the document extension
applicable to enhance topic comparisons of related documents. The formal proof
is not presented due to space limitations.



4 Measurements

In this section, we present measurements which evaluate the capabilities of the
techniques presented previously. The measurements were performed using the
commonly used data set 20 Newsgroups [8]. 20 Newsgroups is a collection of
20 Usenet topics, each containing 1000 documents. From this data set, we used
a subset containing 3 upper level and 6 lower level topics: hardware.PC, hard-
ware.MAC, sport.baseball, sport.hockey, science.electronics and science.space. As
the RGCF creation requires a hierarchic topic structure, many other standard
data sets, like Reuters-21578 cannot be used. The measurements employed 4-
fold-crossvalidation.

4.1 Baseline measurements

To have an overview on the complexity of the classification problem, multi-
ple baseline measurements were performed with a linear (LDA) classifier were
employed with 500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000 keywords. The keyword se-
lection applied a stopword removal and TFIDF based feature selection. Based on
our observations, using more then 5000 keywords does not make significant im-
provement. The measurements were created with the software TMSK available
with [12] using the default settings according to the parameters not mentioned
here.

The results of these classifications are presented in Fig.1. The linear classifier
(together with the TFIDF based feature selection) achieves a precision of about
85%, but requires lots of features to do this.

4.2 Keyword list creation and RGCF learning

The keyword list creation is performed with the PKS algorithm. This algorithm
is evaluated in [3] in details. The effectiveness of PKS is indicated by the results
of the other methods presented here because all of them operate on topic rep-
resentations based on keyword lists. The keyword list sizes for the upper level
topics were 32, 21 and 63 keywords. The keyword number of the lower level
topics were always below 20. As the document topic comparison requires the
transmission of the keyword list identifier and a binary mask of the size 1 bit
for each keyword, the topic representations will not be longer than 18 bytes as-
suming 16 bit keyword list identifier and at most 128 keywords. Communication
traffic of this size for each document is acceptable in most scenarios.

Examples on keywords are presented in Table 1 where the keywords repre-
senting the topic of a document about space shuttles is shown.

Examples for RGCF values are presented in Table 2. The document extension
aims to support the topic comparisons and these RGC keywords are definitely
related to the keywords which they are assigned to. (It should be emphasized
that they are to support comparison of loosely related documents, not to increase
similarity of already similar documents.)



Fig. 1. Results with Linear classifier on 20 Newsgroups

Table 1. Example for keywords representing the topic of a document about space
shuttles.

earth, access, protection, mass, landing, os, proposed,
schedule, km, planned, fly, Adams, bursts, evidence, or-
bital, space, universe, electrical, Mars, predict, Earth,
vehicle, Houston, training, scientific, Baltimore, grav-
ity, human, receiver, propulsion, thermal, engines, Stan-
ford, sky, satellite, NASA, mission, flight, bases, Air, age,
rocket, planets, launched, safety, Solar, Flight...

4.3 Effects of the document extension

In order to have a visual on the similarity structure of the documents in the
topic hierarchy, we measure the following similarities:

– Average lower level intra-topic similarity measure (L intra): this is the aver-
age similarity measure of documents in the same upper level and lower level
topic.

– Average lower level inter-topic similarity measure (L inter): this is the aver-
age similarity measure of documents in the same upper level, but different
lower level topic.

– Average upper level inter-topic similarity measure (U inter): this is the av-
erage similarity measure of documents in different upper level topics.

In order to check the effectiveness of the document extension, we compare
the original similarity structure of the documents in the testing set to the results



Table 2. Related General Concepts Function (RGCF )

keyword related general concepts
baseball season league
hockey season teams sharks
defenseman scoring league teams score defensive
penalties season Pittsburgh scoring league shots
satellites project probe radar planet antenna
shuttle vehicle
astronomy project science vehicle gravity probe

engineering planet solar probes
lunar project vehicle elements gravity

objects probe radar planet cloud solar

of the document extension. This is presented in Table 3. As it is clearly visible,
the document extension strongly increases the similarity measure of documents
on higher topic hierarchy levels if the documents belong to the same subtree in
the topic hierarchy.

Table 3. Effects of document extension on document similarity measure

original extended
L intra L inter U inter L intra L inter U inter

topic 1 0.3075 0.1232 0.0139 0.4165 0.1746 0.0178
topic 2 0.3831 0.1544 0.0035 0.7647 0.3621 0.0044
topic 3 0.3678 0.1192 0.0159 0.6522 0.2606 0.0202

As an example, Table 4 presents the keywords added to the document about
space shuttles. It is clear that documents containing the additional keywords
might have a loose relationship to space shuttles. Although the presence of these
keywords alone implies non-zero similarity measure, this should still not be con-
sidered to be a clear indication of topic similarity.

Table 4. Keywords added to the representation of the document on space shuttles
during document extension.

project, sci, projects, phase, science, elements, objects,
probe, radar, fuel, toronto, planet, zoo, cloud, solar,
kelvin, henry, antenna, probes

4.4 Searching for similar documents

Fig. 2 shows the results of a search for similar documents using the original
document vectors and Fig. 3 the same with extended ones. The evaluation is



performed on upper level topics because document extension increases the sim-
ilarity measure mainly of documents inside the same upper level topic but in
different lower level topics. Such document pairs have usually less or no com-
mon keywords but still related topic. The support of discovery of such document
relationships is the aim of the document extension.

Precision is of key importance in our application, because low precision means
many false notifications to the user. The increasing threshold obviously increases
the precision and lowers the recall. The increasing number of local documents
increases the set of used keywords, thus it increases the recall but makes more
chances for misclassification which lowers the precision. It is clear that the doc-
ument extension increases the recall significantly (more documents get non-zero
similarity measure which was the aim of document extension). The degradation
of precision is not significant for small local document numbers. For more local
documents, a precision decrement is observable which is caused by the added
parent keywords and their additional chance to cause false selection. Altogether,
the results confirm that the document extension is suitable for the goal it was
designed for.

Fig. 2. Evaluation of the search for similar documents in the data set without document
extension. For local document numbers b 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20, we present the precision
and recall of the selection, as a function of the threshold.

Compared to the baseline measurements, the precision of our algorithm is
significantly higher, which is achieved with much less keywords (dimensions).

5 Conclusions

This paper presented a new topic identification and representation technique
for mobile device environments. The various devices can search for documents



Fig. 3. Evaluation of the search for similar documents in the data set with document
extension.

similar to the topics of the documents stored on them to find information that
might be of interest for their users. Our system employs simple and fast al-
gorithms and keeps the communication traffic low by employing very compact
topic representations. As the retrieval of less documents is much less annoying
then misclassifications, our system concentrates on high precision document se-
lection even with lower recall. This property is ensured by the keyword selection
algorithm which, in contrast with related works, is not allowed to select nega-
tive weighted features, but ensures high precision topic identification with the
selection of only very topic specific keywords.

Documents with similar topics but few common keywords can be found with
the help of document extension which employs a new technique for learning
the semantic relationship of keywords while preserving the suitability for high
precision topic identification.

In this paper, we presented the algorithms for the proposed system, and
experimental results for the evaluation of multiple aspects of the techniques.
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